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• Total Functioning Labs in Pakistan
• Total Testing Capacity
• Testing Conducted Last 24 hrs

-

136
68,470
12,184

1.

International
a.

Taiwan has approved the use of dexamethasone, steroid, to treat coronavirus
patients.

b.

France’s top scientific body has said that a second wave of COVID is “highly
likely” this autumn or winter as the country copes with an increase in new cases.

c.

Spain Labor Ministry has said that it has registered its first drop in jobless claims
since February as businesses began to reopen.

d.

Thailand has said that its exports may contract by 15% this year as COVID
pandemic hits global demand.

e.

Researchers from University College London and the London School of Hygiene
have claimed that Britain faces a second wave of COVID this winter twice as
widespread as the initial outbreak if it schools reopen.

f.

New Jersey Governor has announced retightening restrictions on indoor
gatherings after a recent surge in COVID cases.

g.

As per survey of insurers published by broker Gallagher (London) aviation sector
has biggest pandemic default risk.

h.

UN chief wants 'bold steps' to be taken for education system in future.

i.

Turkish has reported a decrease annual inflation to 11.76% for month of July.

j.

Survey data from Istanbul chamber of Industry has revealed that manufacturing
activity grew in July at fastest rate in nine years as country eased COVID
lockdown.

k.

UN diplomats and experts have cautioned that COVID pandemic can intensify
violence and further deteriorate the human rights situation

l.

Victoria (Australia) local government has said military personnel will be deployed
to enforce COVID isolation orders.

m.

Argentina has said that it had reached a deal with three creditor groups on a
sovereign debt restructuring deal.

n.

Brazilian Chief of Army Staff General Walter Souza Braga, has tested positive
for COVID.

o.

As per US-based infectious disease expert, Dr Faheem Younus, masks are not
dangerous even for those with respiratory problems.

2.

National
a.

Minister for Industries and Production has said that federal government has started
consultations with provinces to review list of sectors allowed to open amid
COVID.

b.

As per Chinese Embassy Khunjerab Pass has been opened temporarily to
facilitate flow of goods between China and Pakistan amid COVID.

c.

Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) has reported that inflation rose by 2.5%
in July on month-on-month basis over May.

d.

ADB has placed Pakistan amongst five worst affected Asian economies as
foreign remittances may drop by 27% due to loss of jobs and drop in income of
expatriates.

e.

Pakistani officials on Tuesday re-opened the Pakistan-Afghanistan border
crossing at Chaman for a day as a gesture of goodwill.

f.

Owners of marriage halls, lawns and marquees have requested government to
allow them to resume operations.

